HOSPITAL BAG
PACKING LIST
@ABRAVEMESS

MOM
- @LOVEOPHELIA ROBE
- @LOVEOPHELIA MATERNITY NIGHTGOWN
- SLIPPERS / SOCKS
- @CADENSHAE NURSING BRA
- @BASQSKINCARE OH BABY! HOSPITAL ESSENTIALS
- @A_WILDFLOWER_GYPSY DRY SHAMPOO
- HAIR DRYER
- STRAIGHTENER / CURLING IRON
- BRUSH
- MAKEUP BAG
- MAKEUP REMOVER WIPES
- COMFY PAJAMAS
- PILLOW & BLANKET
- @A_WILDFLOWER_GYPSY NURSING BALM / CHAPSTICK
- COMPUTER & CHARGER
- PHONE & CHARGER
- BOOKS, PUZZLES, MAGAZINES
- DERMAPLAST
- NURSING PADS

DAD
- PILLOW & BLANKET
- TWO CHANGES OF CLOTHES
- SNACKS
- WATER
- TOILETRIES
- PHONE & PHONE CHARGER
- CAMERA
- EYE MASK GIFT CARDS OR TREATS FOR NURSES

BABY
- BIRTHING PLAN
- MEDICAL FORMS
- BIRTH CERTIFICATE PAPERWORK
- CARSEAT
- @PIPANDLEOBABY CARSEAT COVER
- TWO SLEEPERS
- TWO GOING HOME OUTFITS
- @THEOLIEWORLD SWADDLE
- @MASEKBABY SWADDLE BLANKET
- @RYANANDROSE CUTIE CLIP
- PACIFIERS
- DIAPER BAG
- WIPES & DIAPERS